SPLICE CLIP FRAME

**ADVANTAGES:**

- Bandolier type clip/shim used with the ST410 Splice Tool and tape of any width.
- Guarantees a secure connection of SMT component reels.
- Increase SMT Pick and Place Machine output by 5% - 30%.

**DESCRIPTION:**

- Material: Brass
- Dimensions: 86.45mm x 25.8mm
- Thickness: 0.1mm
- Packing: 20 clips per frame

**INSTRUCTIONS:**

- Cut the component reel at 90 degrees.
- Insert a clip frame into the clip rail. Add the two reels, center and clamp.
- Remove a strip of single splice tape.
- Apply the strip to the top of the connecting reel.

**P/N** | **Category**          | **Qty/Unit**
--------|-----------------------|-------------
CP408   | Splice Clip Frame     | 2000 pcs    

JOINING MANUFACTURING SOLUTIONS